warsaw breakage syndrome is genetically linked to mutations in ChlR1 (DDX11) that encodes a member of the clinically relevant Iron-Sulfur (Fe-S) DNA helicase family
In 2010, Johan P. de winter and colleagues [1] reported the first case of warsaw breakage syndrome (wABS), an individual from warsaw, Poland, with several congenital abnormalities that included severe pre-and postnatal growth retardation, microcephaly, facial dysmorphy, deafness, ventricular septal defects, mild intellectual disability (ID), and abnormal skin pigmentation. Mitomycin C (MMC)-induced chromosomal breakage was elevated in lymphocytes derived from the affected individual as well as eBv-immortalized B lymphoblasts, suggesting a potential diagnosis of Fanconi anemia (FA), a rare genetic disorder characterized by progressive bone marrow failure, congenital abnormalities, and cancer. However, cytogenetic analysis also showed additional chromosomal abnormalities in untreated lymphocyte cultures from the affected individual that included defective sister chromatid cohesion. The sister chromatid cohesion defects are caused by heterochromatin repulsion resulting in chromosomes with a 'railroad' appearance (RR), consistent with centromeric cohesion defects and total premature chromatid separation (PCS). Chromosomal breakage and cohesion defects including PCS were further elevated in wABS lymphocyte cultures that had been exposed to MMC Abstract In 2010, a new recessive cohesinopathy disorder, designated warsaw breakage syndrome (wABS), was described. The individual with wABS displayed microcephaly, pre-and postnatal growth retardation, and abnormal skin pigmentation. Cytogenetic analysis revealed mitomycin C (MMC)-induced chromosomal breakage; however, an additional sister chromatid cohesion defect was also observed. wABS is genetically linked to bi-allelic mutations in the ChlR1/DDX11 gene which encodes a protein of the conserved family of Iron-Sulfur (Fe-S) cluster DNA helicases. Mutations in the budding yeast ortholog of ChlR1, known as Chl1, were known to cause sister chromatid cohesion defects, indicating a conserved function of the gene. In 2012, three affected siblings were identified with similar symptoms to the original wABS case, and found to have a homozygous mutation in the conserved Fe-S domain of ChlR1, confirming the genetic linkage. Significantly, the clinically relevant mutations perturbed ChlR1 DNA unwinding activity. In addition to its genetic importance in human disease, ChlR1 is implicated in papillomavirus genome maintenance and cancer. Although its precise functions in genome homeostasis are still not well understood, ongoing molecular studies of ChlR1 suggest the helicase plays a critically important role in cellular replication and/or DNA repair.
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or the topoisomerase I inhibitor camptothecin (CPT). These observed cohesion defects were similar to those typically observed in lymphoblasts from individuals with the rare genetic disorder Roberts syndrome (RBS) characterized by skeletal deformities but not FA, suggesting that the affected individual had a distinct clinical phenotype with combined FA-and RBS-like cytogenetic features. A search for candidate genes revealed that the individual with the new genetic disorder wABS possessed compound heterozygous mutations in DDX11 (MIM# 601150; NM_0306533.3), constituted by a splice mutation in intron 22 in the maternal allele (IvS22 + 2T) that resulted in deletion of 10 base pairs (bp) in exon 22 and a 3-bp in-frame deletion in exon 26 (c2689-2691 del) of the paternal allele resulting in an unstable protein (Fig. 1) . The ChlR1 gene, also known as DDX11, resides on human chromosome 12p11 and encodes an ortholog of the yeast Chl1, a Superfamily 2 (SF2) ATPdependent DeAH-box DNA helicase [2, 3] . Subsequent biochemical studies of a recombinant ChlR1 protein harboring the clinically relevant 3-bp deletion (c2689-2691 del) characterized by the loss of a single amino acid (lysine) at the C-terminus of the protein (ChlR1-K897del) demonstrated that the mutation inactivated its catalytic ATPase and helicase function [4] . In order to avoid misdiagnosis of FA and the cohesinopathies RBS and wABS, a recommendation was made that a cytogenetic analysis for spontaneous PCS and related chromosomal cohesion defects be included with tests for chromosomal breakage [5] .
Organism
Motifs/Domains Sequence Length Similarity/Identity (%) ChlR1 shares sequence homology in the ATPase motor core domain with the human SF2 DNA helicases FANCJ (MIM# 609054), eRCC2 (XPD; MIM# 126340), and RTeL1 (MIM# 608833) (Fig. 1) . A peculiar structural feature of the family of DNA helicases to which ChlR1 belongs is the presence of a conserved Iron-Sulfur (Fe-S) motif between helicase motifs IA and II [6] . Structural and biochemical studies of Fe-S DNA helicases have helped to determine the functional importance of the Fe-S motif for DNA binding and interaction of the helicase with the junction of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and doublestranded DNA (dsDNA), critical for its mechanism of catalytic disruption of the DNA double helix to unwind the complementary watson-Crick strands (for review, see [7] ). The genetic linkage of several chromosomal instability disorders with distinct clinical symptoms to other genes of the Fe-S cluster helicase family emphasizes the clinical importance of the Fe-S DNA helicases (Table 1) . Bi-allelic mutations in XPD are responsible for Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), XP combined with Cockayne syndrome (CS), trichothiodystrophy (TTD), or cerebro-oculo-facial-skeletal (COFS) syndrome [8] . XPD is implicated in nucleotide excision repair (NeR) and initiation of RNA polymerase II transcription [9] . Bi-allelic FANCJ mutations are linked to FA Complementation Group J [10] [11] [12] , and mono-allelic FANCJ mutations predispose individuals to breast or ovarian cancer [13] [14] [15] . FANCJ interacts with the tumor suppressor BRCA1 [13] (Fig. 1) and plays a role in the replication stress response [16, 17] and interstrand cross-link (ICL) repair, the latter mediated by its interaction with the mismatch repair factor MLH1 [18] (Fig. 1) . Bi-allelic RTEL1 mutations are linked to Dyskeratosis congenita (DC) and Hoyeraal-Hreidarsson syndrome (HHS) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
RTeL1 is involved in the maintenance of telomere length, presumably by its helicase activity on unusual DNA structures associated with the chromosome end [25] . Recently, homozygous recessive mutations genetically linked to HHS with severe immunodeficiency were mapped to a highly conserved residue in the RING finger domain responsible for interaction with e2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes [20] (Fig. 1) . In addition to the RING domain, RTeL1 [26, 27] as well as Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc) Chl1 [28] contain a PCNA interaction motif (PIP); however, binding of ScChl1 to PCNA via the PIP box was not confirmed experimentally. Thus, DDX11 belongs to a high profile family of Fe-S cluster DNA helicases important for the maintenance of genomic stability. Furthermore, ChlR1 has conserved its biological functions throughout evolution, as evidenced by the aberrant organismal and cellular phenotypes associated with mutations in genes encoding proteins sharing sequence homology with ChlR1 in yeast, nematode, and mouse (discussed below) (Fig. 1) .
In addition to the Fe-S cluster helicases, mutations in genes encoding DNA helicases outside the Fe-S cluster family are implicated in human diseases and play important roles in DNA repair and maintenance of genomic stability [29] . For example, SF2 helicases of the highly conserved RecQ family are required for genomic stability and several are implicated in genetic diseases characterized by premature aging and/or cancer. Interestingly, studies of a Recql4 mutant mouse model for Type II Rothmund-Thomson syndrome revealed that cells from the mutant mice displayed elevated frequencies of premature centromere separation and aneuploidy, suggesting a role of the RecQl4 helicase in sister chromatid cohesion [30] . In the greater scope, Skibbens et al. [31] suggest an interesting hypothesis that cohesinopathy [92] [93] [94] disorders are more common than previously thought and share an underlying transcription dysregulation. It is of great interest to ascertain the importance and role of cohesion defects in cancer predisposition and developmental disorders such as RBS or Cornelia de Lange syndrome as well as helicase disorders characterized by accelerated aging. Two years after the initial report of the genetic linkage between ChlR1 and wABS, a second paper was published in 2012 describing three affected siblings in a Lebanese consanguineous family with novel bi-allelic homozygous mutations in ChlR1 [c.788G > A (p.R263Q)] resulting in the replacement of a conserved lysine with a glutamine in the Fe-S domain [32] (Fig. 1) . These individuals showed many of the symptoms associated with wABS, including ID growth retardation, microcephaly, facial dysmorphism, deafness (in two of the siblings), and cardiac malformations (in one of the siblings). The Lebanese individuals with wABS were distinguished from the Polish individual with wABS by their more severe ID and absence of skin pigmentation abnormality. Metaphase cells from MMCtreated lymphocytes of two affected siblings (that were tested) showed elevated chromosome breakage and cohesion defects (RR, PCS), consistent with the observations made for the first individual clinically diagnosed with wABS. Biochemical analysis of the ChlR1-R263Q recombinant protein showed that the mutation impaired ChlR1 helicase activity by perturbing its DNA binding and DNAdependent ATPase activity. However, it should be mentioned that the recombinant ChlR1 protein with the R263Q mutation retained partial catalytic activity at higher protein concentrations [32] , whereas the ChlR1-K897del mutation completely inactivated DNA helicase activity [4] . The ChlR1-R263Q mutation resides at the site of a highly conserved arginine residue in the Fe-S domain found in a number of SF2 helicases including FANCJ, XPD, and RTeL [33] . A mutation of the homologous arginine residue in XPD (R112H) causes the developmental disorder TTD, loss of XPD helicase activity, defective NeR, and reduction in TFIIH [34, 35] . Thus, the pathogenic effects of a missense mutation of the homologous amino acid confirm the clinical and molecular relevance of the conserved Fe-S domain in ChlR1 and XPD helicases. As more mutations in helicase disorders are discovered, it will be insightful to characterize the molecular and cellular phenotypes of genetic variants in order to correlate genotype-phenotypes relationships that may influence the heterogeneity of clinical symptoms.
Cellular phenotypes of ChlR1-deficient human cells
The first study to evaluate the consequence of ChlR1 deficiency in human cells demonstrated that depletion of ChlR1 by RNA interference (RNAi) caused mitotic failure with chromosome segregation defects and abnormal sister chromatid cohesion [36] , consistent with the observations reported in the clinical descriptions of wABS [1, 32] ; furthermore, lymphoblasts from an individual affected by wABS were sensitive to the replication stress-inducing agents MMC or CPT as measured by growth inhibition assays [1] . Transfection of normal ChlR1 cDNA into the mutant cells corrected the chromosomal instability and sensitivity to CPT or MMC, confirming the genetic defect. Primary skin fibroblasts from the affected individual were also sensitive to MMC, but not X-rays or Uv light as measured by survival assays [1] . Thus, ChlR1-deficient cells were sensitive to agents that introduce DNA damage which impedes replication but not irradiation treatments that elicit NeR or repair of single-strand breaks (SSB) or DSBs induced by X-rays.
Independent studies from the Noguchi laboratory confirmed that RNAi depletion of ChlR1 in HeLa cells caused cohesion defects [37] . In more recent work, they investigated the importance of ChlR1 in replication recovery from DNA damage. It was found that ChlR1 depletion caused increased sensitivity and DNA damage accumulation in HeLa cells exposed to the DNA cross-linking agent cisplatin [38] , a result that was consistent with earlier MMC survival studies [1] . It was also observed that ChlR1-depleted cells pre-treated with hydroxyurea followed by exposure to cisplatin were delayed in their ability to replicate compared to control short hairpin (sh)RNA cells, suggesting a role of ChlR1 in replication fork recovery [38] . Because the homologous recombination (HR) pathway plays a primary role downstream in the correction of ICLs, the effect of ChlR1 deficiency on the persistence of an inducible I-PpoI DSB at genomic DNA target sites was evaluated by measuring Chk2 phosphorylation, a signal for the ATM-dependent checkpoint. The percent damaged DNA in ChlR1-depleted cells was greater than control shRNA-treated cells from 2-8 h post-induction of I-PpoI relocalization to the nucleus. The observation that ChlR1-depleted cells treated with the radiomimetic agent bleomycin accumulated a greater level of 53BP1 foci, a marker of DSBs, compared to control shRNA cells also suggested a role of ChlR1 in DSB repair. Further studies are need to explain the apparent discrepancy of these findings with the earlier observation that primary skin fibroblasts from the individual with wABS were not sensitive to X-rays [1] , a treatment that would be expected to induce DSBs. The biological endpoints and cell types are different in the two studies, and previous observations that DNA damage protein markers accumulate at chromatin foci in the absence of DNA damage may be relevant [39] . Accumulation of double-strand breaks in DDX11-deficient cells should be evaluated by independent assays such as a neutral comet or pulse field gel analysis.
Conserved roles of ChlR1 homologs in model genetic organisms
Saccharomyces cerevesiae and S. pombe Chl-1 Genetic analysis of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae homolog Chl1 provided the first evidence for a role in sister chromatid cohesion [3, 40] . chl1 was demonstrated to genetically interact with two genes (CTF7/ECO1 and CTF18/CHL12) that function in sister chromatid cohesion [3] . Ctf7/eco1 acetyltransferase is responsible for modifying chromatinbound cohesins, thereby playing an integral regulatory role in tethering sister chromatid pairs [41] . The specialized replication factor C (Ctf18/Dcc1/Ctf8) and DNA polymerase-associated Ctf4 are required to maintain sister chromatid cohesion in S. pombe cells arrested for long periods during mitosis [42] . chl1 served as a high copy suppressor of ctf18Δ spore lethality, and the expression of CHL1 was determined to be required for chromatid disjunction during meiosis II [42] . A synthetic lethal relationship was found to exist between S. pombe chl1Δ and ctf18Δ [43] . Consistent with the interaction of Chl1 with replication proteins [42, 44] , expression of chl1 + rescued the sensitivity of swi1Δ, a mutant of the replication fork protection complex, to agents that induce replication stress [43] . In more recent work, the Skibbens laboratory provided experimental evidence that S. cerevisiae Ctf7/eco1 and Chl1 are associated with FeN-1, the nuclease responsible for Okazaki fragment processing of the newly replicated lagging strand [45] . They proposed a model that temporally couples cohesion establishment to lagging strand processing. Altogether, these findings establish that Chl1 interacts with the replication machinery and suggest that the helicase is likely to act during lagging strand synthesis/maturation to insure normal sister chromatid cohesion and chromosome segregation. very recently, Chl1 was implicated in chromatin recruitment of various factors (Scc2, cohesin) that are necessary for the establishment of sister chromatid cohesion [46, 47] . A replication-coupled deposition model was proposed in which Chl1 helicase regulates cohesion enrichment during S phase [47] . This model challenges the idea that cohesion rings are preassembled prior to passage of the replication fork. we anticipate that Chl1 (or its mammalian homolog ChlR1) unwinds DNA replication or repair intermediates (5′ flaps, D-loops, or alternate DNA structures, e.g., G-quadruplexes) during critical quality control steps to enable smooth deposition of cohesion factors onto stable genomic duplex DNA (see below).
Mus musculus ChlR1
In mice, genes encoding four Fe-S DNA helicases are known to exist: XPD, FANCJ, RTeL, and ChlR1 [6] . XPD and ChlR1 lack the extensive C-terminal region found in FANCJ and RTeL1, and only FANCJ among the Fe-S cluster DNA helicases contains the conserved BRCA1 binding domain [13] . In 2007, the Lahti laboratory created a mutant mouse harboring a directed homozygous deletion of the walker A box (motif I) in ChlR1 responsible for ATP hydrolysis [48] . Loss of ChlR1 in mouse resulted in embryonic lethality. It was determined that the aneuploidy apparent in ChlR1−/− embryos occurred as a consequence of defective sister chromatid cohesion and placental malformation. Aneuploid cells in chlr1-null mouse embryos were characterized by partial loss of sister chromatid cohesion as well as elevated G2/M cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. More recently, a mouse N-ethyl-N-nitrosurea (eNU)-induced mutation (cetus) resulting in a nonconservative change of an amino acid in motif v of the helicase core domain in ChlR1 was generated and characterized by Cota and Garcia-Garcia [49] . embryonic lethality and placental defects of the cetus ChlR1 mutant mouse were similar to those of the mouse from the Lahti laboratory. In addition, the latter study identified embryonic phenotypes in the cetus ChlR1 mutant mouse including loss of somatic mesoderm, morphological defects in the neural tube and heart, and extensive apoptosis from early gastrula stages [49] .
Caenorhabditis elegans CHL-1
A boot-strapped phylogenetic tree analysis of human ChlR1 with other organisms revealed the existence of four iron-sulfur helicases from Caenorhabditis elegans, namely XPD, DOG-1, RTeL-1, and CHL-1 [50] . CHL-1 showed the greatest sequence identity and similarity with Chl1 in yeast and ChlR1 in humans. This led members of the Rose laboratory to investigate the genetic importance of the chl-1 gene in C. elegans. The introduction of a homozygous deletion within the helicase core domain of chl-1 resulted in sterile worms characterized by germline abnormalities, abnormal karyotypes, and reduced proliferation of D motor neurons and seam cells indicative of somatic cell loss [50] . Chung et al. [50] investigated a potential role of CHL-1 in the metabolism of G-rich tracts in the C. elegans genome, prompted by previous work showing that disruption of the sequence-related dog-1 gene in C. elegans resulted in a peculiar form of genomic instability characterized by deletions upstream of guanine-rich DNA [51] . Chromosomal instability as measured by PCR analysis to detect deletions originating from a polyguanine tract at the vab-1 locus was not observed in chl-1 mutants; however, elevated guanine tract deletions were observed in chl-1 dog-1 double mutants, leading the authors to conclude that CHL-1 preserves G-tract instability that occurs in the absence of DOG-1 [50] . However, the role of CHL-1 to help cells deal with G-tract instability in the absence of DOG-1 is not unique because a similar relationship exists between DOG-1 and proteins implicated in HR repair and translesion synthesis [52] .
worms harboring the dog-1 mutation alongside a mutation [him-1 (e879)] in a cohesin ortholog of SMC1 also displayed elevated guanine tract instability [50] . However, it remains unclear if the chromosomal instability observed in worms defective in CHL-1 and DOG-1 is attributed to a role of the helicase in resolving G-tract-associated DNA structures during replication or repair, and if the molecular basis for this defect is distinct from or related to that observed in worms that are mutated in both the SMC1 cohesin ortholog and DOG-1.
Enzymatic functions of ChlR1
DNA substrate specificity of ChlR1 helicase Helicases use the energy of nucleoside triphosphate hydrolysis (typically ATP) to fuel the disruption of hydrogen bonds between base pairs of complementary DNA, RNA, or DNA-RNA double helical molecules [53] . They are also involved in the disruption of other forms of structured nucleic acids (e.g., G4 or four-stranded Holliday Junctions). DNA helicases are important in virtually all aspects of cellular DNA metabolism with important roles in replication fork progression, DNA repair, recombination, chromosome segregation, and telomere maintenance. They are also important in transcription or replication initiation by locally unwinding the DNA duplex near promoter regions or origins, respectively. Moreover, helicase deficiencies are linked to genetic disorders and cancer [29] . Characterizing the catalytic functions and substrate specificity of ChlR1 helicase (Table 2) will be useful for understanding its molecular mechanism(s) and potential involvement in cellular pathways of nucleic acid metabolism.
Initial studies from the Lahti [2] and Hurwitz [54] laboratories showed that recombinant human ChlR1 protein expressed and purified from insect cells or human cells, respectively, behaved like other Fe-S DNA helicases as a DNA-dependent ATPase and unwound duplex DNA with a 5′ to 3′ directionality in which a 5′ single-stranded loading tail was required for helicase loading. Although the structural or biochemical basis for the 5′ to 3′ directionality of ChlR1 helicase is unknown, analysis of the sequencerelated XPD helicase has provided insight into some basic features of how the Fe-S cluster helicases achieve unwinding directionality. Kuper et al. determined the co-crystal structure of Thermoplasma acidophilium (Ta) XPD in complex with a short DNA fragment, which defined the binding polarity of the Fe-S helicase to the DNA molecule [55] . Concomitantly, the Spies laboratory biochemically analyzed the nature of the interaction of TaXPD and associated mutants with its DNA substrate, leading them to conclude that TaXPD bound single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) with a defined polarity, and that ligand-induced conformational changes in the motor domain of TaXPD determined its directionality for DNA translocation [56] . Presumably, ChlR1 would behave the same as XPD in terms of its biochemical properties and DNA substrate specificity; however, some differences among the Fe-S cluster DNA helicases exist (see below). Furthermore, the assembly state of ChlR1 is unknown, whereas biochemical studies demonstrated that the optimal assembly state of FANCJ for catalytic activity is a dimer [57] . TaXPD is believed to exist as a monomer in solution [58] and to unwind double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) as a monomer in 1-bp steps [59] , whereas eukaryotic XPD is a stable component of the multi-subunit general transcription factor TF IIH complex that also contains the XPB helicase and is implicated in RNA polymerase II transcription initiation and NeR [9] . In the future, it will be important to carefully examine the ChlR1 assembly state which may influence its substrate specificity or catalytic efficiency.
Our laboratory examined the DNA substrate specificity of recombinant ChlR1 expressed and purified from human cells, and determined that a minimal 5′ ssDNA tail length of ~15 nucleotides (nt) is required for the helicase to efficiently unwind adjacent duplex [4] . ChlR1 preferentially unwound a forked duplex DNA substrate flanked by noncomplementary 5′ and 3′ ssDNA arms. A 3′ ssDNA tail of just 5 nt significantly improved ChlR1 unwinding of the forked duplex substrate, and a 10-nt 3′ ssDNA tail was found to be optimal. Thus, only a minimal segment of 3′ Ref.
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Partial duplex with 3′ ssDNA tail [4, 54] 3′ flap [54] Synthetic replication fork [4] Blunt duplex [4] Unimolecular G4 [67] Holliday Junction [4] ssDNA flanking the duplex dramatically enhances the ability of DDX11 to effectively unwind the adjacent duplex also flanked by a 5′ tail. Cellular studies and biochemical protein interactions supporting a role of ChlR1 in replication or DNA repair [54] (discussed below) led us to test ChlR1 helicase activity on model DNA substrates resembling key intermediates of these pathways. ChlR1 efficiently unwound a three-stranded 5′ flap structure which represents an intermediate of lagging strand synthesis and DNA repair pathways such as base excision repair. In contrast to its robust helicase activity on the 5′ flap structure, ChlR1 poorly unwound either a 3′ flap or synthetic replication fork with duplex leading and lagging strand arms, a finding that is consistent with its requirement for a 5′ ssDNA tail for loading. ChlR1 was also inactive on a four- [25] . Alternatively, unwinding the invading strand of a D-loop by a helicase may be important for the promotion of synthesis-dependent strand annealing or capturing the end of a second DSB [60] . Another possibility is that ChlR1 may unwind a telomeric sub-structure known as a t-loop consisting of a telomeric 3′ ssDNA overhang that loops around and hybridizes to a complementary strand of the adjacent double-stranded telomeric sequence to create a D-loop. An involvement of ChlR1 in telomere metabolism has been suggested based on observations that ChlR1−/− mouse embryos displayed reduced chromatin density at their telomeres [61] , and ChlR1-depleted human melanoma cells showed a significantly reduced length of their chromosomes compared to control-siRNA-transfected melanoma cells [62] . Although a direct role of ChlR1 in telomere metabolism is unknown, it is plausible that ChlR1 and other DNA helicases may help to either create DNA structures required for efficient telomere capping by shelterin proteins or smooth telomeric DNA synthesis by the replication machinery.
ChlR1 resolves a class of G-quadruplex DNA structures
In recent years, G-quadruplex (G4) DNA structures have acquired considerable interest because of their predicted abundance in the human genome and their potential impact in many areas of nucleic acid metabolism, including DNA replication, transcription, and telomere stability [63, 64] . Mounting evidence suggests that G4 DNA poses a highly relevant source of genomic instability, and that specialized DNA helicases help cells deal with these and other aberrant DNA structures by catalytically resolving them in an ATP-dependent manner. Based on previous evidence that the sequence-related C. elegans DOG-1 [51] and human FANCJ helicases [65, 66] played a role in the resolution of G-rich sequences prone to form G-quadruplexes, it was plausible that ChlR1 might have a function in G4 DNA metabolism. we determined that ChlR1 could efficiently unwind a two-stranded anti-parallel G4 substrate (G2′), and, to a significantly lesser extent, a four-stranded parallel G4 DNA substrate [4] ; however, ChlR1 completely failed to unwind a unimolecular G4 DNA substrate [67] . The bimolecular G4 substrate more efficiently unwound by ChlR1 possessed two 5′ ssDNA tails which could theoretically permit two DDX11 helicases to load onto the substrate, provided there are not steric constraints. ChlR1 bound the G2′ substrate with greater affinity compared to the fourstranded G4 substrate, which probably contributes to its substrate preference [4] . The preferential binding of ChlR1 to the two-stranded G4 substrate was confirmed by sequestration assays in which ChlR1 preincubated with G2′ was significantly more resistant to challenge by a dT 45 competitor compared to the four-stranded G4 [4] . Although it is not well understood, the precise role of ChlR1 or other DNA helicases in G4 metabolism, and the growing interest in the stability, recognition, and functions of distinct G4 topologies, will fuel new research directions and discoveries. In contrast to ChlR1, the sequence-related TaXPD helicase failed to unwind all the topologies of G4 tested (uni-, bi, tetra-molecular) whereas FANCJ helicase unwound all forms of G4 DNA including a unimolecular G-quadruplex [67] . Moreover, FANCJ-depleted U-2 OS osteosarcoma cells exposed to the G4 binding ligand telomestatin (TMS) displayed elevated γ-H2AX foci, a marker for DNA damage, whereas ChlR1-depleted U-2 OS cells did not [67] . In this same study, ChlR1 depletion caused U-2 OS cells to be sensitive to a DNA cross-linking agent, a result consistent with other studies [1, 38] . These findings suggest a specialization among Fe-S cluster helicases to resolve G4 DNA, with FANCJ having a more prominent role, consistent with its robust activity on the entropically favored unimolecular G4 substrate. Nonetheless, ChlR1 or other G4-resolving helicases (e.g., BLM [68] ) may unwind G quartets that stabilize G-rich DNA junctions between strands that form during recombination between sister chromatids or during replication to produce daughter chromosomes. Alternatively, ChlR1 may unwind G4 DNA in specialized situations such as the maturation of Okazaki fragments created during lagging strand synthesis. This idea would be consistent with the interaction of ChlR1 with replication proteins including the DNA processing nuclease Flap endonuclease 1 (FeN-1) [54] (see below). A reasonable hypothesis based on the observation that C. elegans CHL-1 preserves G-tract instability that occurs in the absence of the FANCJ homolog DOG-1 [50] is that human ChlR1 and FANCJ share partially redundant roles in G4 metabolism with FANCJ being the more prominent player. Jones and Rose proposed an interesting hypothesis to explain why DOG-1 may have dual roles in G4 DNA metabolism and resistance to DNA cross-linking agents [69] . They suggested that G-rich structures (e.g., G4) that accumulated in dog-1 mutants may be susceptible to covalent linkage upon exposure to a DNA cross-linking agent. A similar scenario may be relevant for human FANCJ and ChlR1, given that cells deficient in either of these helicases are sensitive to DNA cross-linking agents. A potentially informative experiment would be to test for a synergistic effect between low doses of a DNA cross-linking agent and a G4-interactive compound. One would hypothesize that, if G4 stabilization predisposes genomic DNA to cross-linking, then cells deficient in a G4 resolving helicase (e.g., ChlR1, FANCJ, or PIF1) would be hypersensitive to the combined exposure to a G4 binder and DNA cross-linker.
Genetic studies that explore the potential functional redundancy of ChlR1 with other relevant Fe-S helicases (FANCJ, RTeL) in model vertebrate organisms may provide a useful platform. In chicken DT40 cells, a combined genetic defect in FANCJ and FANCC resulted in an additive effect on cisplatin sensitivity, suggesting a role of FANCJ outside the classical FA pathway [70] . To explain this, Hiom proposed a hypothesis related to that of Jones and Rose [69] , in which guanines nested within a G4 structure reside in close proximity and can be preferentially cross-linked to one another [71] . Therefore, FANCJ may not only operate in the FA pathway but also function in G4 metabolism to facilitate the repair of the damaged sequence. In light of these ideas, the potential importance of ChlR1 to resolve two-stranded G4 DNA for the preservation of sister chromatid cohesion or fidelity of DNA repair should be carefully examined in model genetic organisms and cell-based models. A useful tool for this purpose may be a biologically active G4 ligand that specifically binds G2′ DNA. Synthetic chemistry is a prominent area in G-quadruplex research, and it seems likely that small molecules tailored to bind G4 DNA structures with defined topologies are likely to be forthcoming [72] . Indeed, we recently determined that two structurally related bisquinolinium compounds potently inhibited FANCJ helicase activity on unimolecular G4 by 100-to 1,000-fold greater than two-or four-stranded G4 [67] . The development of antibodies (e.g., [73, 74] ) or molecular beacons that specifically recognize certain G-quadruplex architectures should help to elucidate their biological significance and characterize the cellular functions of proteins that bind or resolve G4 DNA. In support of this approach, we recently demonstrated enrichment of G4 DNA in FANCJ-deficient cells using a G4-specific antibody [73] . G4-specific antibodies may be useful to investigate the potential role of ChlR1 in G4 metabolism.
Disruption of protein-DNA complexes by ChlR1
ChlR1 is also able to use its motor ATPase function to disrupt protein-DNA interactions modeled by the high affinity interaction of streptavidin homo-tetramer bound to a biotinylated single-strand DNA oligonucleotide [4] . The efficiency of streptavidin displacement by ChlR1 was dependent on the length of the 5′ ssDNA adjacent to the position of covalently attached biotin bound by streptavidin. The length dependence for streptavidin displacement by ChlR1 reflects similar observations made for its helicase activity on duplex DNA molecules flanked by a 5′ ssDNA tail, suggesting that increasing the tail length may enable multiple helicase molecules to load or an optimal helicase assembly state. Indeed, the Fe-S helicase FANCJ unwinds duplex DNA most efficiently as a dimer [57] ; however, the influence of ChlR1 oligomerization on its catalytic functions has not been reported. In future, it will be important to determine if ChlR1, like FANCJ [75] , can efficiently disrupt endogenous protein-DNA complexes such as the Rad51 nucleoprotein filament that plays a critical role during strand invasion into a recipient duplex in HR repair of DSBs. Alternatively, ChlR1 may facilitate sister chromatid cohesion by helping to preserve replication fork integrity and progression via its ability to strip proteins bound to duplex DNA. The ability of ChlR1 (or other helicases) to displace proteins bound to duplex DNA may be regulated by interactions with their protein partners. Smooth replication fork progression, facilitated by accessory helicases such as ChlR1, more than likely plays a role in sister chromatid cohesion.
To ascertain the relative importance of ATPase-driven ChlR1 protein displacement versus helicase activity, it would be highly informative to characterize a ChlR1 separation-of-function mutant which retains the ability to strip proteins bound to DNA, but not helicase activity, or vice versa. To our knowledge, such a separation-of-function mutant has not been identified for any helicase protein; however, the discovery of new and higher resolution structures of DNA repair proteins, including the Fe-S cluster helicases, is likely to lead to the creation of site-directed helicase mutants with novel properties that will be useful for genetic rescue studies. Accordingly, we characterized a clinically relevant FA Complementation Group J mutation corresponding to a FANCJ-A349P amino acid substitution in the conserved Fe-S domain that effectively uncoupled DNA translocation from helicase activity or disruption of protein-DNA complexes [76] , suggesting that more subtle alterations to helicase proteins can have deleterious effects both in vitro and in vivo. Clearly, elucidation of the catalytic functions and molecular mechanism(s) of action of ChlR1 in cell biology will require more work.
Roles and pathways of ChlR1 to preserve chromosomal integrity and genome homeostasis

ChlR1 protein interactions
Although still in its early stage, protein interaction studies have begun to provide a better picture of the cellular pathways in which human ChlR1 protein participates (Table 3) . evidence from yeast implicated a role of Chl1 in the establishment of sister chromatid cohesion; therefore, Parish et al. [36] investigated whether human ChlR1 was associated with proteins of the cohesion complex. Using an antibody directed against the purified recombinant ChlR1 protein, they performed co-immunoprecipitation experiments and found that endogenously expressed ChlR1 was associated with the cohesion subunits Scc1, Smc1, and Smc3. These initial studies of human ChlR1 were highly significant and substantiated by the discovery that RNAi depletion of ChlR1 resulted in defective mitotic progression and subsequent mitotic failure, and a cohesion abnormality in which the associated sister chromatid pairs were significantly further apart at the centromeric region, indicative of a sister chromatid cohesion defect [36] .
The Hurwitz laboratory reported that RNAi depletion of ChlR1 or the structure-specific nuclease FeN-1 implicated in replication and DNA repair resulted in defective sister chromatid cohesion in human cells [54] . ChlR1 helicase activity was found to be stimulated by the cohesion establishment factor (Ctf18-replication factor C; RFC) [54] . Furthermore, ChlR1 was observed to directly bind Ctf18-RFC, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a well-known processivity clamp for DNA replication machinery, and FeN-1 that is responsible for cleaving 5′ ssDNA flaps during Okazaki fragment maturation in cellular DNA replication [54] . Collectively, these studies helped to build a case that human ChlR1, like its yeast homolog Chl1 [45] , facilitates sister chromatid cohesion by directly participating in lagging strand processing.
In vitro experiments with purified recombinant proteins demonstrated that ChlR1 helicase activity could be stimulated by the ssDNA binding protein, Replication Protein A (RPA), to unwind partial duplex DNA substrates as long as 500 bp in a specific manner because the E. coli ssDNA binding protein (eSSB) failed to enhance ChlR1 helicase activity [54] . It is tempting to speculate that RPA stimulates ChlR1 activity by physically binding to the helicase and enhancing its processivity in a manner analogous to that shown for the interaction of RPA70 subunit (RPA1) with the werner syndrome helicase (wRN) [77] . However, there is no report of a direct physical interaction between RPA and ChlR1. Nonetheless, the interaction of RPA with ChlR1 is likely to be relevant as shown for the interaction of RPA with human RecQ helicases [78] , as well as the sequence-related human Fe-S cluster DNA helicase FANCJ [79] .
In addition to proteins that help to insure replication fork processivity and/or process DNA structures associated with the replication fork, checkpoint proteins facilitate signaling to insure coordination between cell cycle progression, DNA repair, and fork stabilization. Among the checkpoint proteins are an evolutionarily conserved protein pair known as Timeless and Tipin. The Timeless-Tipin protein complex plays an important but not fully understood role in the intra-S-phase checkpoint when replication forks stall, and helps to restore fork progression under conditions of replication stress. The Noguchi laboratory investigated the role of Timeless-Tipin in replication fork stabilization and sister chromatid cohesion, and found that, in human cells, Timeless-Tipin is not only associated with cohesion subunits (Smc1, Smc3, SA1) known to be important for sister chromatid cohesion but also with ChlR1 [37] . They made two important observations regarding the interaction of Timeless-Tipin and ChlR1 from cell-based experiments: (1) RNAi-depletion of Timeless resulted in reduction of ChlR1 protein levels, suggesting that Timeless helps to stabilize ChlR1 or maintain its association with chromatin where ChlR1 is more stable; and (2) exogenous overexpression of ChlR1 reduced cohesion defects caused by RNAi-depletion of Timeless or its associated partner Tipin, suggesting that ChlR1 cooperates with Timeless-Tipin to maintain proper sister chromatid cohesion. It was surmised Timeless-Tipin Yes ND [37] that the stabilizing effect of Timeless-Tipin on replication forks may allow ChlR1 to maintain its proper association with chromatin, whereby ChlR1-catalyzed DNA unwinding and protein interactions with factors that process lagging strand intermediates enable newly replicated sister chromatids to undergo appropriate cohesion.
Mammalian ChlR1 maintains proper heterochromatin organization
Mammalian ChlR1 is implicated in heterochromatin organization, which maintains chromosome regions in a condensed state and transcriptionally silenced [61] . The ATPase-driven functions of ChlR1 helicase activity and catalytic disruption of protein-DNA complexes are likely to be important for ChlR1's role in heterochromatin formation and function; however, experimental evidence is lacking. what has been observed is that ChlR1-depleted human cells as well as mouse cells isolated from ChlR1−/− embryos display dispersed localization of constitutive heterochromatin and disrupted centromere clustering [61] . In addition, ChlR1−/− embryos showed decreased DNA methylation within major satellite repeats and reduced chromatin density at the telomeres [61] . The cumulative evidence suggests that the involvement of ChlR1 in heterochromatin organization is likely to influence transcription and may also affect sister chromatid cohesion. Based on experimental evidence in yeast, the Skibbens laboratory proposed that Chl1-mediated cohesion establishment is temporally coupled to lagging strand processing [45] . The post-fork cohesion establishment model is analogous to how histone protein complexes are deposited onto new sister chromatids and become subsequently modified to confer epigenetic status. Therefore, the involvement of ChlR1 in heterochromatin, and its interaction with FeN-1 to insure efficient lagging strand processing [54] , will likely influence cohesion as well as epigenetic events that affect programmed transcription. The placental defect associated with ChlR1 null embryos [48] probably reflects an abnormal heterochromatin state. Defective heterochromatinization may underlie the diverse array of developmental defects and phenotypic characteristics for individuals with wABS. From a larger perspective, the distinct developmental defects of cohesinopathy disorders may in part reflect dysregulated expression of genes encoding cohesins and regulatory proteins [80] .
Model to explain the potential role of ChlR1 in sister chromatid cohesion
Based on the current evidence, we suggest a working model to explain the role of ChlR1 in sister chromatid cohesion. This model relies heavily on the described genetic interactions and physical associations of the yeast Chl-1 homolog with proteins important for sister chromatid cohesion and DNA replication. Moreover, the recently described physical and functional interactions of ChlR1 with human DNA replication proteins and the potential involvement of the ChlR1 motor ATPase to unwind DNA structures that affect heterochromatin state further support its role in chromosomal stability maintenance. ChlR1 may help to coordinate unwinding of hairpins that arise during strand displacement synthesis of the lagging strand or more complex DNA structures (e.g., G2′ quadruplexes) that may form during replication or recombination (Fig. 2) . In addition, interaction of ChlR1 with FeN-1 and accessory replication proteins (RFC, PCNA) may help to enable timely processing of lagging strand intermediates that arise during DNA replication. The proposed role of ChlR1 during Okazaki fragment processing would provide the opportunity for efficient cohesin-mediated sister chromatid tethering during the complex process of chromatinization, resulting in efficacious sister chromatid cohesion. It is also conceivable that the catalytic functions and protein interactions of ChlR1 operate not only during semi-conservative DNA replication but also during DNA repair synthesis or recombinational repair. Further studies are required to test these ideas, which will hopefully yield a better understanding of how ChlR1 operates. Moreover, it seems probable that ChlR1 may share its duties with other proteins that help process aberrant DNA structures, because genetic deficiencies in proteins responsible for flap processing and other relevant DNA metabolic processes result in cohesion defects.
Previously, we discussed the scenario that acetyltransferases such as p300 or the human orthologs esco1 and eso2, the latter mutated in the cohesinopathy RBS [81] , regulate the functions of enzymes (nucleases, helicases) involved in the processing of DNA replication intermediates [82] . It will be informative to explore the possibility that ChlR1 is a target for posttranslational modification (e.g., acetylation) that regulates its catalytic functions or protein interactions which play a role in sister chromatid cohesion. Conceivably, the cellular defects underlying cohesinopathy disorders like wABS may be attributed to inefficient coupling of lagging strand synthesis to the process of sister chromatid cohesion, leading to replication fork destabilization and chromosomal instability.
Novel roles of ChlR1 in viral genome maintenance and cancer
Role of ChlR1 in papillomavirus genome maintenance
The papilloma virus life cycle is highly coordinated with the differentiation of the host epithelium, using the DNA damage response of the host cell as a highly potent signaling mechanism to replicate its viral genome [83] . Papillomaviruses vegetatively amplify their genomes in differentiated cells by a proposed mechanism in which HRdependent replication exploits the host cell DNA damage response. Two virally encoded proteins, e1 and e2, bind to defined sites within the viral origin of replication. e1 protein is a DNA helicase, whereas e2 protein is a transcriptional regulator that helps to load e1 onto the origin of replication. e1 is dispensable during the maintenance phase of papillomavirus replication, but e2 is essential for the maintenance of the viral genome. Understanding how the papillomaviral proteins e1 and e2 coordinate with host cell replication, recombination, and DNA repair proteins to enable papillomavirus recombination-dependent replication should be informative for efforts to devise strategies to combat human papilloma virus (HPv) infection.
ChlR1 interacts with the papillomavirus e2 protein in vitro and in vivo, and is required for HPv genome maintenance and segregation [84] . e2 and DDX11 colocalize at early stages of mitosis [84] , and ChlR1 enables e2 to load onto mitotic chromosomes during DNA replication [85] . A single amino acid substitution in e2 (w130R) that abrogates e2 protein binding to ChlR1 prevents its association with mitotic chromosomes and episomal maintenance of the virus in cell culture [84] . Parish et al. found that e2 remains associated with the chromosomes following ChlR1 removal, suggesting that ChlR1 may act during replication to facilitate the association of viral genomes onto chromosomes by a kinetochore-independent mechanism.
It is unclear whether ChlR1 catalytic function is required for it to enable e2 to load onto chromosomes during DNA replication, but it seems likely. If so, then suppression of HPv infection may be achieved therapeutically by targeted ChlR1 depletion via RNA interference or by a small molecule DDX11 helicase inhibitor. The involvement of ChlR1 and other DNA repair proteins in HPv replication may have other clinical implications. For example, individuals with the genetic disorder FA display an increased susceptibility to head-and-neck squamous cell carcinomas [86] . Although somewhat controversial, research suggests that human papillomavirus is elevated in some cases of FA deficiency frequently associated with squamous cell carcinoma susceptibility [87] . It is possible that viral DNA may integrate into the host genome by an aberrant pathway when the FA pathway is dysfunctional. Understanding the role of ChlR1 or other host cellular proteins in HPv infection may help to identify suitable targets to combat carcinogenesis.
JunB regulates ChlR1 expression leading to premature sister chromatid separation Characterizing how cancer cells or normal cells regulate the expression of certain DNA helicases may be insightful for understanding the upstream events and mechanisms whereby chromosomal anomalies arise during carcinogenesis. For example, it was recently determined that JunB, a component of the Activator Protein-1 transcription complex, accumulates during the G2/M phase of the cell cycle and causes transcriptional repression of ChlR1, leading to premature sister chromatid separation [88] . Such genetic infidelity during mitosis may contribute to enhanced cell proliferation in certain cancers such as anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL), an aggressive form of non-Hodgkin lymphoma promoted by JunB. These observations are interesting in light of the extensive chromosomal abnormalities displayed in ALCL [89] . Further studies should explore ChlR1 and other helicases as predictive biomarkers for personalized cancer therapy.
ChlR1 is required for advanced melanoma cell survival
To identify genes that are differentially regulated with progression from early to advanced melanoma, the Becker laboratory profiled tissues by whole genome expression analysis and determined that ChlR1 is significantly up-regulated [62] . This led them to extensively examine ChlR1 expression patterns in primary and metastatic melanomas, which revealed an eight-fold increase in ChlR1 up-regulation in first stage invasive melanoma cells compared to noninvasive melanoma cells in situ. Moreover, expression of ChlR1 is high in advanced melanoma. RNAi depletion of ChlR1 in human melanoma cells resulted in a rapid change in their morphology, and a loss of cell-to-cell contact within 24 h. The ChlR1-depleted melanoma cells acquired a tightly condensed chromosome appearance and an increased number of chromosomes with only partially closed or open/ separated arms, indicative of a chromosome segregation defect, as well as shorter average chromosome lengths. Further analysis revealed that ChlR1-depleted melanoma cells showed reduced proliferation and elevated apoptosis. Based on their findings, the authors proposed that targeted inhibition of ChlR1 may represent an approach for treating advanced melanoma that is resistant to more conventional radiometric or chemotherapy strategies.
Future perspective for ChlR1 research
Understanding the molecular and cellular functions of ChlR1 helicase should help to elucidate the underlying basis for the pathology of the very rare chromosomal instability disorder, warsaw breakage syndrome. An improved knowledge of ChlR1 cellular pathways will be informative for the clinical diagnosis of the disorder, which partially overlaps with other rare genetic diseases including RBS and FA. It is important that clinicians and basic scientists who specialize in the study of rare chromosomal instability disorders communicate regularly with each other and the affected individuals and their families. Studying a rare genetic disorder like wABS presents an excellent opportunity to understand the molecular-genetic basis for a disease and its relationship to a biological process like sister chromatid cohesion which offers a window for comprehending other related but distinct disorders. There is still much to learn about the underlying basis for sister chromatid cohesion defects in clinical disorders, and ChlR1 may provide a clue. It seems likely that a role of the DNA helicase in replication is involved; however, perturbations to other processes including transcription probably contribute to phenotypes of cohesinopathy disorders like wABS. Further exploration of ChlR1 and other host proteins in papillomavirus genome maintenance may yield insights with clinical significance.
It is probable that ChlR1, like a number of DNA helicases, is differentially regulated in transformed or neoplastic cells and tissues in addition to melanoma (for review, see [29] ). An existing challenge in the field is to understand why an increasing number of helicases are elicited to help cells deal with replication stress or DNA damage in cancer cells, and whether they are tailored to specific functions or tissue types. Indeed, early studies demonstrated that keratinocyte growth factor strongly induced the ChlR1 gene [90] . The latest work from the Becker laboratory [62] suggests that ChlR1 may be a useful target for battling melanoma, but it is unclear what the consequence(s) of targeted ChlR1 inhibition would be for normal cells, or if other cancer cell types also rely on elevated ChlR1 expression for proliferation. As significantly, what is the functional consequence of up-regulated expression of ChlR1 (or other DNA helicases) in the tumor microenvironment that may not be evident in experimental tissue culture or mouse model settings? while it is evident that depletion of certain helicases adversely affects growth or proliferation of human cancer cells grown in culture and increases their sensitivity or radiation or chemotherapy drugs [29] , it is unclear how effective targeting a helicase for RNAi depletion or small molecule inhibition would be in a clinical setting. Animal models should be useful. One concern is that cancer cells treated with a DNA-damaging agent evoke a complex network of response pathways involving numerous proteins acting separately or in protein complexes at one or multiple steps of a given pathway. For example, an expanding list of DNA helicases, including ChlR1, are implicated in the cellular response to DNA cross-linking agents, such as MMC, or CPT, that are frequently used to combat leukemia and other cancers [91] . Devising a strategy to enhance the potency of chemotherapy drug regime by targeted helicase inhibition requires a molecular dissection of how uniquely or redundantly these helicases perform in the cross-link response and at what levels. Nonetheless, the prominence of DNA helicases like ChlR1 in human diseases and mechanisms that confer an elevated DNA damage response in cancer continues to prompt their attention for further experimental investigation.
